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Numbers 23:1-30    
Name: __________________________              Date:____________________

1. (1) How many altars was Balak told to build, and (2) what was he to prepare  (Numbers 23:1)?

2. What did Balak and Balaam offer upon each of the altars (Numbers 23:2)?

3. (1) Who was told to stand by the burnt offering, and (2) to where did the other person go  (Numbers 23:3)?

4. (1) Who met Balaam, and (2) what was offered (Numbers 23:4)?

5. (1) What did the LORD put in Balaam’s mouth, and (2) to whom was he to return  (Numbers 23:5)?

6. (1) Where was Balak standing, and (2) who was standing with him (Numbers 23:6)?

7. (1) From where was Balaam taken, and (2) who did Balak want him to curse (Numbers 23:7)?

8. Who did God NOT curse (Numbers 23:8)?

9. From where did Balaam see the children of Israel (Numbers 23:9)?

10. (1) What could NOT be counted, and (2) what fraction of Israel could not be numbered  (Numbers 23:10)?

11. (1) Who did Balak want cursed, and (2) what did Balaam do  (Numbers 23:11)?

12. What was Balaam obligated to speak (Numbers 23:12)?

13. (1) To where did Balak want to take Balaam, and (2) what was he asked to do once he got there 
(Numbers 23:13)?

14. (1) Into which field was Balaam brought, and (2) what was built upon Pisgah (Numbers 23:14)?

15. Who did Balaam go to meet (Numbers 23:15)?
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16. (1) What did the LORD put in Balaam’s mouth, and (2) to whom was Balaam to go (Numbers 23:16)?

17. What did Balak desire to know (Numbers 23:17)?

18. What is the name of Balak’s father (Numbers 23:18)?

19. What are two things that does God with what He says (Numbers 23:19)?

20. What commandment did Balaam receive (Numbers 23:20)?

21. (1) What did the LORD not behold, (2) what did He NOT see, and (3) what is among them
 (Numbers 23:21)?

22. Out of  where did God bring the Children of Israel (Numbers 23:22)?

23. What should be said of Jacob and of Israel (Numbers 23:23)?

24. In what way were the people going to rise up (Numbers 23:24)?

25. Who said, “Neither curse them at all, nor bless them at all” (Numbers 23:25)?

26. What did Balaam say that he MUST do (Numbers 23:26)?

27. (1) To where was Balak going to bring Balaam, and (2) why (Numbers 23:27)?

28. Where does the top of Peor look (Numbers 23:23)?

29. What did Balak prepare on the top of Peor (Numbers 23:29)?

30. What did Balak offer (Numbers 23:30)?

31. How feudal are the desires of people like Balak?

32. What is a proper understanding of Biblical Righteousness?

33. What are some of your other key observations from numbers chapter thenty-three? 


